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In Our 89th Year

Seen&Heard 'Tappan Picnic
Around 'Attended By
Murray
About 3000

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, June 11, 1968

10* Per Copy

Vol. LXXXIX No. 139

325 Attend Charity
Ball; Proceeds Go
To Mental Health

Firemen At
Mayfield
On Strike

Three hundred and twentyfive Murray-Calloway County
residents danced Saturday evening, June 8 to the music of Jack
Staucup and the Discotees, surrounded by Grecian columns
draped in shimmering gauze
and wreaths of multi-colored
flowers, in the ballroom of the
Murray State University Student Union Building.
Those attending were greeted
by a Greek god and goddess
just arriving in a chariot, and
were taken to their tables by
the gracious Junior committee
members. The beautifully apERNIE ROBB BAILEY
pointed refreshment table was
filled with a variety of dishes
to tempt the dancer's appetites.
During the evemng, Mrs. Gaylord Forrest, executive secretary of the Murray-Calloway
Ernie Rabb Bailey, song lead- County Mental Health Board,
er at the University Church of thanked the chairmen of the
Christ, Murray, is the guest 1968 committees and announcsang director at the gospel ed the committee chairmen for
meeting at the Clements Street the 1969 Charity Ball, which
Church of Christ Paducah, will again be sponsored by the
which started June 9 and con- Murray Woman's Club. The
tinues through June 16.
chairman will be Mrs. Don
Bailey, son of Mr. and Mrs. Tucker. Other committee chairPaul Bailey of Murray Route men will be decorations, Mrs.
refreshments,
Two, received his Bachelor's de Hal
Houston;
Uni- Mrs Charles Mercer; junior
gree from Murray
versity and is now studying for committee, Mrs. Harold Hurt,
his master's degree.
seating arrangement, Mrs. Den
The song director has taught Overbey and Mrs. Hunt Smock:
English and history at Farm- programs, Mrs. Philip Tibbs aad
ington High School for the past Mrs. Charles Hann; and pattw3 years.
rons, Mrs. John N. Purdom.
Charles R. Williams of Texarkana. Texas. is the preacher for
the gospel meeting at Paducah.

We continue to have great reAbout three thousand persons
spect for craftsmen who can
Mayfield was without fire proattended the annual Family
do things
tection and ambulance service
Night held by the Murray DivMonday after the city's 26 fireWe decide that we will build ision of the Tappan Company at
men, excluding Chief Jack Erus a walk out of some stones the Calloway County Fairwin, walked off their jobs when
so we set forth with greet vim, grounds on Saturday.
the City Council refused to meet
held
is
picnic
vigor, determination, etc. but This annual
their demands for a pay raise
for the 906 employees and their
with little or no, know how.
I
and other benefits.
families and is planned by the
The city's police force also reWe drive stobs in the ground, recreational committee of the
portedly walked off.priefly, but
we get boards and nail them stove plant.
returned to their jots after the
The committee is composed
to the stobs, curve them just
council agreed to meet their dechairman,
McCuiston,
Bill
of
the way we want them, etc.
mands, terms of which were not
When we get through getting Bill Fair, Joe Hill, Thomas
disclosed
Holland,
the boards in place to hold the (Red) Crewel!, Wyvan
the
between
Negotiations
sand or gravel or whatever we Don Alley, and Jerry Henry.
firemen and the city broke off
plan to put in as a base, we McCuiston helped in making all
late last night, and a city ofnotice the whole tthing is off the arrangements, but suffered
ficial said an injunction will
ago
week
a
about
attack
heart
a
we
4 the ground In other words
probably be sought against the
hospitalized.
still
is
and
would have the only elevated
firemen early Tuesday.
the
for
entertainment
Special
sidewalk in town.
A spokesman for the 26 fireevening was by The Stonemans
said the department will
men
Something is wrong our wife from Nashville, Tenn., and The
answer fire calls only at schoopines, we do not need an elev- Bluegrass Conspiracy, a local
ols, rest homes or hospitals.
ated sidewalk. With a maniacal rock and roll band.
The firemen are seeking a
the
was
Moss
Wayne
Harold
the
gleam in our eye we got
25 per cent wage boost, a penrange
Tappaii
the
of
winner
hatchet and drive the dohs
sion plan and payment by the
down deeper into the ground and Bobby Oldham the winner
city
of one-half of life insurrefrigerator
until the boards sat right on of the Tappan
ance premiums.
This sporty 1903 Ford turned back the clock brie41y yestorday on the court square.
which were given away in a
the ground.
The action of the firemen also
The Rear Entrance Tonneau Is owned by Mar yln Young of Matteson, Illinois, Miss Lynn
special drawing.
knocked out ambulance service
inaway
given
sits
Farley
prizes
in
seat.
the
Other
drivers
thought.
we
it
do
should
This
for the city and county. AmbuWe go in the house, cool off and cluded a boys and a girls bilance service has been operatcharcoal
mower,
lawn
cycle,
stand looking at our handiwork
ed by the firemen since local
Then it hits us that the side- grill, chaise lounge, lawn chain,
funeral homes discontinued the
walk will now be sitting right ice cream freezer, clothes ham
service more than a year ago
on the ground with the whole per, picnic basket, rod and reel,
The firemen appeared before
rifle, two radios, bathroom
thing above ground.
the City Council several weeks
scales, luggage, tool set, jig
Rev. and Mrs Harold- Mc- ago and requested a total pay
This won't do, we think. Who- saw, saw kit, drill kit, utility
pofloor
and children, Ken an raise of $8,368 for the remaindSwain
cleaner,
vacuum
cart,
ever saw a sidewalk sitting on
Mara, of Hayesville, North Car- er of the year.
the ground They sit down hi' lisher, croquet set, lantern,
The request for the 25 per
Bob Dunn, son of Mr. sad
olina, arrived in Murray Monwheelbarrow, cot, tool box, and
the ground.
Mrs. Hub Dunn of Murray, was
day to visit his parents, Mr. cent hike per man represents
others.
named as "ideal pledge" of the
and Mrs. L. E. **wain, and an additional $115 per month
Joe Hill served as master of
Now we have got to start all
spring semester pledge class of
program
the
his sister, Mrs_ James Byrn, Dr. for the fire chief, Jack Erwin;
for
ceremonies
right.
it
fix
and
over again
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity at
of
t4gs
and family. They will al- $93 for two _assistant chiefs;
by
Byrn,
preceded
was
which
about
meats
There what we
'Miss Kathy Rowlett, daugh- Murray State University.
wishwith his grandmother, $70 a month for the six cappitching,
visit
so
horseshoe
war,
these craftsmen. They would
Mrs. Tom RowDunn has just completed his
Mrs Walter Hooper of Hazel. tains; $62 for drivers; $37 for
er pitching, bingo, egg throws, ter of Mr and
the
attending
lett of Murray, is
freshman year at Murray State
Mrs. Angelika Jordan of Ger- firemen with one-year service;
and penny hunts.
Karithivad es Paps ELIO
School at East- where he is a pre-pharmacy
many, exchange student who and $68 for firemen with two
Over 6500 hotdogs were serv- Ramey Tennis
University, Richmond, major. He is a graduate of Murhas lived in the McSwain home or more years service.
ed free along with all the Coke, ern State
9, ray High SithooL.
"•
The firemen also requested
for the pest year, will accomSpeite. or c,rtinge yos. zould whicla shifted Sunday. June
Sunday,
previously:
pany them here.
drink Over 4800 cups of ice and continues through
1 A pension plan in addition
Rev. McSwain is co-author of
cream were also served About June 23
The Murray girl will be a
"The Protestant Parish", a case to Social Security.
500 ,hotdogs and 200 cups of
Murray High School.
2. A 21-day paid vacation per
study of rural and urban parice cream left over were taken senior at
of the Student
president
is
She
Home
ish patterns, with other the- year after the first year of emFriendly
Paradise
to the
Council.
members of the
ologians and sociologists of Em- ployment.
at In City
Also attending from western Oaks Swim Teaes are asked to
3 Two days off per month
ory University, Atlanta. Ga.
The funds for the picnic are
Lageay who meet at the--Oidh Club pool on
He is executive director of in addstion to regular days.
derived from the profits from Kentucky is Steve
junior at St Mary's Wednesday, June 12, at five
the Hinton Rural Life Center in
the concession machines locat- will be a
Paducah
pm
the Appalachia area, training
ed in various parts of the stove High School,
of
composed
is
The school
Instructions will be given and
center for graduate students
Mrs. Ladeen Hubbs Spann plant.
ages
measurements will be taken for
from Scarritt. Emory. and Duke
Employees of the plant ex- boys and girls between the
of 509 Chestnut Street was inThis heed-on view .4th. 1903 Ford shows the smooth
eighteen years. swim suits.
University, and for community
jured in a two car accident pressed their appreciation to of twelve and
and
tines
fancy
The
springs.
two
coal
brass
oil
lights
from eight
Practice sessions will be held
activities within the area.
yesterday at 9:02 a. m. at the the recreational committee for The students are
on
each
large
The
side
were
car
equipment.
the
of
standard
daily. Monday through Friday,
minister
Rev. McSwain was
Intersection of North 7th and the planning and preparation central states.
carbide lamp in the center, also brass, w‘s ware equiSrlwillit
from two to four p.m.
conference and
Memphis
the
in
Olive Streets, according to the of this annual event held last
which could be added
executive secretary for the town
Investigating report filed by Saturday.
WESTSIDE CLUE
and country work of the MeSgt. Max Morris and Patrolman
thodist Church before going to
Mozell Phillips.
The Westside Homemakers
North Carolina. He will attend
Mrs. Spann was reported to
Club will meet at the Murray
the Memphis Conference of the
have been treated in the emerCity Park on Thursday, June 13,
Mrs. George E. Overbey of
Methodist Church at Lambuth
gency room of the Murray-Calat 9 30 a m. to make picnic 707 Olive Street, Murray, is a
The Red Cross Water Safety
College this week.
loway County Hospital by Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. Thurman Jobe baskets Members please note patient at the Vanderbilt HosMrs. McSwain is the daugh- program will.z_begin Monday,
Charles Mercer. The police reHazel have returned home the change of meeting place.
pital, Nashville, Tenn.
ter of Mrs. H. V. DeSharn and June 17 at 6:30 p.m at the Murport said an x-ray was made of of
after being called to Dearborn
Mrs. Overbey is the former
the late Rev. DeShazo of Mem- ray State University Pool, acher nose.
The
tires
rubber
smoieli
fectly
back
rolled
65
Time
briefly
the
to
Heights, Michigan, due
cording to Don Burchfield, ActReba Key, daughter of Mr and
phis, Tenn.
Police said Mrs. Spann. drivas Mr Marvin wheels have wooden spokes.
death of her brother, Herbert
ing Water Safety Chairman.
NOW YOU KNOW
Mrs. R. W. Key. Her address is years yesterday
Int a 1964 Rambler four door,
car
antique
an
Young,
Mr.
Young
Matteson.
of
Illinois
who died Tuesday,
Classes will be held for beRoom D-7211B, Vanderbilt Hoswas going south on 7th, stop- Hawley,
in all incars
eight
has
buff
around
court
chugged
the
June 4.
by United Press International pital, Nashville, Tenn., for those
ginners, advanced beginners, Inped at the 7th and Olive interPacka
and
Maxwell
a
cluding
The deceased would have
Tibet 13 twre the sue of who would like to send her square in his 1983 Rear Entermediates, swimmers, and
section and said she didn't see
ard
trance Tonneau Ford.
been 68 years of age on June Texas
Junior and senior life saving.
cards and letters
Olive
on
west
going
car
the
1903 Ford
the
purchased
Ai.
sporty
Car'
The
in
Ford
shiny
held
were
services
5 Funeral
Registration starts WednesStreet
mm red, trimmed in black and from a Mr. Humphrey in Jo,
Friday, June 7, at one p.
NASHVILLE (UPI) — Gov. day, June 12, from 730 a.m. to
Mrs. Spann pulled into Olive,
he
when
and
liet,
gold,
Illinois
the
was
built
Ford
670th
the Querfeld Funeral Home
Buford Ellington today signed 3:30 p.m and will continue unthe 1957 Plymouth four door at
by Henry Ford. It is eight horse- bought it, the car was in bad extradition papers for James til
there with Rev. Stanley Kruse
a14 classes are full. Students
sedan owned by Dorothy Potrepair.
of
state
power
chain
and
driven.
The
officiating Burial was in the
may register by going to the
con
ter and driven by Ivan Craig
electrical
Mr.
an
1904
Young,
was
Ford
with
built
no
Grand Lawn Cemetery in Dechapter office in the courtPotter of Wingo Route One,
changes from the 1903 design. tractor, has a garage where he
troit, Mich.
house, or by calling 753-1421.
street,
the
of
left
and
the
to
pulled
The car has a two cylinder works on his antique cars
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
One hundred and twenty perhouswhich
but hit the Spann car in the
museum
engine,
has
also
water
a
cooled
with
perStella Hawley, his son, Frank
sons will be accepted - on a
left front knocking it into a
es his cars He completely reHawley, and two grandchildren,
"first-conic, first-served" basis.
purchasing
telephone pole, according to the
Ford,
1903
the
built
Ages from seven years old
all of Dearborn Heights, Mich.;
•.A Job Well Done, Delta De Were maae is deeply appreciatpolice report
some parts and making others.
or over will be accepted, but
three sisters, Mrs. Bertha Hines partment" written on a cake ed", said Mrs. Hendon
archives
Ford
Damage to the Potter car
over
'poured
He
of Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Bessie and sent to the Delta Departthose under 18 must have perDrs. Conrad Jones and Charwas on the right front. and to
to ascertain the exact dimensHudson of Nashville, Term., and ment of the Murray
mission slips signed by parents
les Tuttle gave their services
front-end
with
the
on
Woman's
and
parts
car
Spann
ions of all the
the
or guardian These are availMrs. Thurman (Kate) Jobe of Club at the close of the recent again as they have in the five
car
and left front.
the aid of another antique
United Prow Intersallimai
able at the chapter office.
Hazel; two half brothers, Tru- Cancer Smear Clinic, as the previous ones.
Yesterday at 3:30 p. in. Nelbuff who owned a complete
of Orange, Texas,
Hawley
Lessons are free, however
ette
Delta
Volunteers
the
from
assembled the
expression of thanks of the
he
model,
1903
lie Rubene Beane of Murray
each student is asked to donate
and Houston Hawley of May- Kentucky Health
Department, Department were Mesdames by United Press International car seen in town yesterday. The
Route Six, driving a 1968 Buick
75 cents to help defray pool
field.
Frankfort, and was served to Hendon. Wells Purdom, George
brass on the car is original.
two door hardtop. was backing
expenses.
Sparkman,
Matt
are
car
the
the members of the club who Overbey,
in
used
coils
The
out of a parking space on South
Clear to partly cloudy today
worked the four Tuesday nights George Hart, H. M. Scarbrough,
new, still being made by a Mi5th Street and hit the 1962
and tonight High today 86 east
Sanders,
Aubrey
C.
A.
Hatcher,
the
registering
hardtop,
women
door
who
in
chigan firm. The Coils are used
Chevrolet two
60s
low
tonight
Low
west.
to 94
came to have a Pap Test made, Dwight Crisp, ,Bpn Crawford,
in some railroad equipment and
driven by Robert A. Buck of
Verne Kyle, B. H. Cooper, Grey- east to law 70s west Mostly work perfectly in the 1903 Ford.
on the final night.
St. Louis, Mo., as it was going
es Sledd, Harry Sledd, Murtle cloudy I with scattered showers
Mr. Young and his son-inmouth on South 5th Street, acWall, Taz Hopson, Charles Mer- Wednesday and a little cooler law, also an antique collector.
Because of these tests 449
cording to the report filed by
n orthwest.
KopH.
cer,
A.
Jack
Kennedy,
The
meeting
annual
First
of
have thirty cars between them
persons will receive reports of
Patrolman Dale Spann and J.
perud, W. .1 Gibson, Wilbert
Christian Church will be held the tests in a few
He said that he had turned
D. Grogan.
days Those
Mrs Dee (Cons) Halcomb of
Outland, Henry Warren, Misses
Sunday. June 16. following the having
James Earl Ray
down $12,000 for the automo- J:
Damage to the Buick car was
suspicious reports will
Murray Route Five is a patient
Kentucky
Lake.
Frances
7
Kathleen
morning
a.m
Patterson,
worship
will
It
service
362.2,
yesterday,—
bile
here
shown
report to their family physician
at the Vanderbilt Hospital,
on the right front bumper and
down .4; below dam 324 1. up
Sexton.
begin with a fellowship cover- for
Mr Young was born and rais- Earl Ra) the accused sla)e,
further checks.
fender and to ,the Beane car
Nashville, Tenn.
.1.
Health
the
from
CenHelpers
ed-dish
luncheon.
area
ed in l'aducah but left that
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
on the left rear fender.
Het liekband, her daughter,
Mrs.
and
ter
Moore
Don
were
Items of business to be conthe
sixth
is
This
clinic conin 1934.
A spokesman for the gover- Mrs Edd Phillips, and ber
sidered include - Report of nom ducted by the Delta Department Lera Nugent, Frankfort; HuHoward Brandon, local auto- nor's office said that Ellington grandson, Larry Phillips, visitBarkley Lake 7 a.m 362.1,
mating committee of church of in connection with the State lett Cooper, R. L. Cooper, Megdown .4; below dam 330.3, up mobile dealer and antique car forwarded the papers to the ed with her over the weekend.
(leers for 1968-69, program — and the County Health Departcollector, is a good friend of U.S. Department of Justice.
.1.
Her address for those who
(Continued ea Pegs Six)
budget for 1968-69; and, arti- ment
Mrs Graves Hendon,
Mr. Young and the two plan to
Ray, accused by Memphis po- would like to send her cards
cles of life and work. In add- chairman of the club committhis
shows
of
tour
a
leave on
lice with the murder of King or letters is Mrs Cons Halcomb,
James H. Blalock of 408 ition, the minister's and treaSunrise 5:36; sunset 8:16.
tee, reports that the number
week.
April 4, is being held, in a Lon- Room S-6441, 6th floor, VandSouth 6th 'Street, Murray, is a surer's reports will be received) of volunteers to work
r
Moon
rises
1007
pm.
before
don jail after being arrested at erbilt Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
— —
patient at the Murray-Calloway
Gene Landolt, chairman of the clinics and during the cliWESLEYAN CIRCLE
the London airport Saturday.
County Hospital He was taken Cangregation and Board, will nics was plentiful. "The
nurses
Tourism Helps
The spokesman said 'that Ellill on Monday afternoon and preside et the meeting, and will
cited
were
persons
Sixteen
and student nurses, the Heal*
New Hampshire
FREE PUPPIES
ington received the formal rewas taken to the hospital where also recognize the chairmen of
by the Murray Police DepartThe
the
of
Circle
Weskyan
,UPI—
H.
N
CONCORD,
_
quest
for
exaTelition
he was admitted.
from
to
the
according
Departmei,
the
Houston %- ment on Monday,
the seven functional commitTourism in New HampshireThs VVSCS of the First United Me- Shelby Counti Memphis AttorTwo puppies, part Collie and
His address is James H. Bla- tees: Campus Ministry,
thodist
Christ- Devitt Clinic: Hendon's Service the department records.
Church
will
at
meet
the
estimated to produce .about
ney General'? office.
part German Shepherd, are free
lock. Room 285. Murray-Callo- ian
The citations were one (Or quarter of is billion dollars an- Triangle Inn for a dinner meetEducation.
Evangelism. Station for transporting equipThe spokesman had no other to sometfit for pets. One is
wa County Hospital. Murray,
ilembership. Property, World - ment from the Clinic to the not having an operator's li- nually in direct and indirect ing at 6 30 p m. Wednesday.
details of the extradition pap- male and one female Call 753Ky 42071.
Health Center where the tests cense, and fifteen for not hav- benefits
Outreach, and Worship.
to time state's econemy. June 12.
ers.
3279: for information.
sticker.
ing a city auto

Ernie Robb Bailey
Is Song Director

state

McSwain Family Is
Visiting In Murray

Bob Dunn Named
As Ideal Pledge

Miss Kathy Rowlett
Attending Ramey
Tennis School

Mrs.Spann
Injured In
Accident

Oaks Swim Team
Meets Wednesday
_—
Interested

Brother Mrs. Jobe
Dies In Michigan

Mrs. Overbey Now
Vanderbilt Patient

Red Cross
Shim Session
To Be Held

670th Car Built By Ford
Is Back In Fine Condition

Ellington Signs
Extradition For Ray

State Health Department
Thanks Deltas• On Clinic

WEATHER REPORT

First Christian To
Hold Annual Meet
Following Worship

Mrs. Dee Halcomb
At Vanderbilt

James H. Blalock
Hospital Patient

Sixteen Persons
Cited By Police
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TUESDAY -- JUNE 11, 1961

MURRAY, BLINTUCKY

Holland in 1967 *seasonally adnot exult in a vacuum. Not onDutch Industry
was 129 ThIs was an
justed)
ly does it derive from the fundamental law of the land—the
points, or 4.v per
THE HAGUE 'UPI) — With increase of
Constitution—but it has to take
cent over 1966. The yearly avinto consideration the basic rea- the 1963 index figure PUt at
In erage for 1965 was 116
sons for which a government of 100, industrial production
laws is created. The individual
lives in a society based on law
and that cannot exist without
peace and good order In other
Gasoline" from
'The Best In Service . .. Best of
words, a society's right of selfprotection against disorderly
and lawless elements is funda753-9131
mental.
Across from Jerry's Restaurant - Phone
Stamps
Chest
Treasure
Give
We
Without the crime control
•
n
Max McCuisto
bill approved by the Senate,
A. Leon Higgin- Patricia Harris, 413, our free society will be at a
Dr. Milton S. Archbishop Terence Albert E. Jenner,
bottharn Jr.. 4e, Howard U. law pro- terrible disadvantage in the
lawyer,
Chicago
Eisenhower, 88, Cooke. New 1 ork,
Pa. U.S. lessor, former Lux struggle with criminal elements.
Eastern
Cardinal Spell- was Marren CornJohns Hopkins
embourg ens 0),
Unless the absurd and hurtful
judge.
dIstri,
member.
mission
successor.
president emeritus. man'.
decisions of the Supreme Court
are overturned, crime will have
Phone 753-1272
a field day. If nothing is done
*
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
to buttress law enforcement agGet It —Or It Can't Be Had
We
Will
—
It
Have
We
encies, crime will increase year
by year. Finally, the republic
will be destroyed from within.
It is no wonder, therefore,
that 72 U. S. Senators decided
that the time had come to help
promote the cause of law and
order by passage of a tough
anti-crime bill.

641 SUPER SHELL SERVICE

1

WALLIS DRUG

SY UNITED!WS INTERNATIONAL

departSAIGON — Gen Willis= C. Westmoreland's
er of American
Uag words to his successor as command
Abrams:
forces in Vietnam, Gen Creighton W.
"Good luck."
in his
BOSTON — Dr Benjamin Spock, testifying
others were
own bebalf at the trial in which he and four
young men to avoid
Charged with conspiring to counsel
the draft:
of
"I felt that the United States has lost its position
is
States
United
the
that
world,
leadership in the free
to believe
now despised by millions of people who used
23,000
in it, and that the country had sent to their death
young men for no good."

A. Hart, Rep. Win. McCul- Erie Holler, 65,
Sen. Roman Hews- Rep. Hale Boggs, Sea. Philip
San Francisco.
loch, 66, R-Ohio.
5.5 D-Mieh.
54 D-La
ka, 63. )t-Neb.
to
Milton S Eisenhower heads Do. new Special Commission
viOLENCE COMMISSION Dr
folthe
commission
of
N,,ming
Johnson.
Study Violence in America named by President
Di ‘tsrtin Luther King Jr
lows cssassination.s of Sen Robert F Kennedy and

The Supreme Court has placed
so many legal impediments in
the way of law enforcement
agencies that criminals know
they enjoy a virtual mandate to
commit crime. Nor has the
By Thurman Sonsing
trend toward impeding the poInc UTTVI TICS PUISIOf04,
lice shifted in any way. On the
contrary, the Supreme Court
a
in
Clark,
Ramsey
Gen.
WASHINGTON — Atty.
Soutisern States Industrial Council
and radical legal activists inreplea for immediate passage of President Johnson's
creasingly insist on new restric.tions•on society's agencies crequest for a bill to tighten control on the sale of guns:
ated to preserve law and order.
"We have debated the issue beyond reason. There
parts of many American cities In the recent riots, for exammust be action now before Congress adjourns."
THE OMNIBUS CRIME
are unsafe Hoodlumism is ram- ple. activists have campaigned
CONTROL BILL
pant. Obviously, strong meas for massive legal aid to rioters
by
WASH:WM*0N — Gov Nelson A. Rockefeller, telling
vote
The massive 72 to 4
ures are needed to remedy and for turning them loose allity
responsibi
new
a
feels
he
a press club luncheon why
which the U. S Senate passed these conditions
most as soon as they have been
Robert
a sweeping crime control bill
to run for President because of the death of Sen.
One of the most important arrested
reflects that body's awareness features of the crime control
F. Kennedl.
A country's legal system does
"With his death, a strong hand has fallen away of the people's desire that law- bill passed by the Senate is
matter
curbed. No
provision for overturning Su
from the torch of freedom in our land. And so a responsi- lessness be
what happens in the Senate- preme Court decisions on the
bility rises anew for those of us who remain — not to pull
House conference committee, or
of confessions
back but to carry forward the great unfinished mkmion of when the biH reaches President admissibility
use of confesthe
limit
These
building a better America."
Johnson's desk, it is clear that sions by police and also limit
corna
turned
has
the country
, the use of line-up identification.
er. Members of Congress real- Under the Senate-passed bill,
ize, at long last, that truly de- a trial judge would determine
cisive action must be taken to whether a confession was givcurb crime.
en voluntarily and whether eyeSenator Sam .1 Ervin (D-NC), witness identification was adin arguing for passage of the
bill, spelled out the crime sit
• enforcement wiscisir
Love not the world, neither the things that are la nation confronting the countrv
e been handicapped by the
Referring to an FBI chart he Supreme Court decisions ots
Use world. —1 John 2:15.
Your happiness depends on people, not things. Be said: "It shows that while the these matters Senator Ervin
population of the United States also spelled this out very clear
kind; make friends.
has increased 48 per cent. ser ly in the Senate debate. Quot
bus crimes—murder. forcible ing a federal judge in the Dm
rape. robbery, aggravated as- trict of Columbia, the Senator
sault, burglary. laceny of
declared:
perty of the value of $50 or
"He said that the courts have
aver, and auto theft—have in stopped trying to determine
Teased 368 per cent " Large whether the accused in criminLKDONK a TIMIS nu
al cues are innocent or guilty
of the crimes charged. He said
With an eye toward saving the tobacco market, dark
the courts have spend all their
9.
July
on
Park
City
a.t,the
meet
tobacco growers will
trying to determine whetime
to
effort
The theme of the program will be an all-out
ther the police officers of the
Improve the quality of West Kentucky's biggest club
District violated one or the
crop, Holmes Ellis, tc•bacoo association president. said.
other of these recently elected
- rules."
The Music Department Chorus of the Murray WomThe rules newly invented by
an's aub presented a portion of the program at the
the L'. S. Supreme Court are a
State Woman's Club convention in Lexington
boom to criminals of all types.
Jimmy Klapp, son of Mr and Mrs Norman Klapp,
other things, they deAmong
OfRegional
i
has accepted a posiUon in the Cincinnat
prive the state of the most conflees of the United States General Accounting Departvincing evidence that can be
ment
obtamed, namely, a voluntary
The wedding of Miss Beverly Jeanne Stout, daughter
confession of the accused that
he committed the crime of
of Itr. and Mn. Carl M. Stout, to Robert Marshall Garwhich be is accused. Only in
land, PlOn of Mr and Mrs Rual Garland, was solemnized
,this era of judicial nonsense,
June 6 at the Memorial Baptist Church
would the nation... highest court
place an absurd ban on volun
tary confessions. The ban is
contrary to everything the nation's courts have accepted since the founding of the United
SOLD AS SLAVE
Sylvester
LEDGES•TIMES rim
Magee, who recently marked
hug 127th terthday-,in Gulf- States,
port. Miss., remembers being
It is important, of course, to
Wlll Frank Steely of. Hazel has been selected as one
sold as•slave in Enterprise. protect the right of the accusof twelve U.13 college students to attend a six weeks
Miss.. in 1831 He Via., 10 ed. But there has to be a balseminar in Austria this summer The seminar is sponsoryears old. Archives in -Jack- ance struck between the rights
ed by the Harvard Student Council.
f the individual and the rights
son. Mies.. baciuhirn He was
Mrs Susan McDevitt has been named as Kentucky
born in Carpet, NC His for- of society to be free from terthe
to
District
onal
delegate from the First Congressi
'on by criminal elements.
mula for a long life Hard
Democratic National Convention wytich will convene at outdoor work. simple living.
In recent yesrs, there has
a vast amount of judge.
Philadelphia July 12.
with a bat of wine now and
delaw
that has upset this
Jim Walston, Carman Parks, Milton Walston, Hilton
then but no hard stuff Malbalance and stripped society
Williams, Bobby Grogan. and Wayne Dyer, vocational
gee has had four wives
Of protection that is essential.
agriculture teachers here, have returned from the State
Conference at Hardinaburg
MIAs Ann Eva Gibbs, Bobby Bell. Lair-lc-1a Outls.nd,
*Per
Caroline Vaughn, and Clara Jane Miller are attending
the Methodist Young People's Leadership Confexence at

Bible Thoughtfor Today

SENSING THE NEWS

Business
Briefs

SOPHIA LOREN OMAR SHARIF
" ore than a miracle"
TROCOLOR

PANS(

Many Are Filed
But Few Are Recoiled
NEW YORK 1UPI—Of 100
pieces of paper filed in the average office, only 20 will ever
be called back for reference,
according to the Leahy Business Archives.
Wholosolo Prices
Soar in India
NEW DELHI , UP! I — India
r4orded the sharpest wholesale price rise in history during
1967, mainly because of a drastic drop in production of agricultural commodities
The yearly average of thi
wholesale price index showec
an increase of 15 3 per tent
over 1966 Prices of food products increased by 25 '1 per cent
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Beauty Contest Entry Blank

Addrese.
School
Parents' Name

These attractively textured
bowls in Avocado Green are
Just the thing for Sercinci
salads, cereals, soups, desserts, chip-and-dip, snacks
With every $3 00 purchase
Of Ashland Gasolinp you get
one small* howl FREE The

Age

Name
Birth Date

Grade Completed
Phone

fee and recent photoEnclose with link $1.00 entry
Bend check or money
publicity.
er
gragth lot 11118111.11p
above and mail to Mrs.
complete
Molise
only.
order
Ky., before June 15,
James Boone, RU 1, Murray,
1988

is

he

to
• gi

with a $3.00 purchase of Ashland Gasoline

MISS MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY FAIR

Li
La
et
to

IL
1,
94
14
go

FREE BOWLS

Lake Junatuolos, Meth Carolina-

M
in
St

large, matching bowl can be
yours for only 89C -vutt-tv an
oil change or lubrication at
regular prices.
Start collecting a complete
set Stop at -any Ashland Oil
service station displaying the
"FREE BOWL" sigrl
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CLOSE—Golfer

HUI

Mike

Open first

Speedway

peers

the

over

place trophy

finished

as Billy Casper addresses the gallery.

one

stroke

Casper

behind

etc.,.

missing a birdie putt to tie on the 18th hole.

Sunday

Ii was Hill's second professional tournament.

Hill

Sports
on TV

• Two More 1-0 Games Played
In National League Monday

TIMES

&

LEDGER

—

MURRAY,

Major League
Leaders

. El 1;-1

.9
.
03[
-

l

ed in

TUESDAY, JUNE

relief job

good

another

11

idemic of 1-0 games—and there
Isn't much action for the fans

9-9:30 p. m. — Woods 'n'
Louis' victory
dinals, Waters June Special . . . Ch. 5.
Atlanta, the Car
over
•• ••
12th win in their last 14 games.
JUNE 13
THURSDAY,
Granger came in the game
10:30-11 p. m.—Muruiom Outafter Felipe Alou led off the
Ch. 8.
eighth with a single and went doors . . .
•• • •
to second on an error. Granger
SATURDAY, JUNE 15
gave up a run-scoring single to

when just one run is scored In

Hank

a game.

another hit while preserving the • . . Ch. 4.

Writer

Sports

UPI

A 1-0 game used to be a rarpredomin-

the

Symbolizing

routine.

just

its

now

but

ity

ance of pitching that has plagued baseball recently is the ep-

to

preserve

Aaron

St.

AMERICAN LEAOUS
BATTING ills at batal—F.Heward.
Wash., .3412, Yestrzemski, Bost., .319;
Monday, Ciak., .309; Carew, Minn., .294:
W.Horton, Def.. .219.
RUNS—McAuflffe, Det., 31; While,
31;
Wash..
F.Howard,
31;
N.Y.,
Campaneris, Oak., 30; KIlitbrfor, Maori.,
79; B.Robinson, Salt., 29; Yastrsernski,
Bost.. X.
RUNS BATTED IN—F.Howard, Wash.,
0, Powell, Balt., 35; W.Horkon, Dot., 33;
0.Johnson. Salt., 31; Killebrew, Minn.,
30; Kosco, N.Y., 30; Harrelson. Bost., 30.
HITS — F. Howard, Wash., 69;
Yastrzernski, Boot, 64 whits, N.Y., Si;
Oliva, Minn., 57, Carew, Minn. SS;
Uhlaender, Minn., $5.
DOUBLES — R. Smith, Bastin. 11;
II Robinson, Bait IS; F.Heword, WOOL
13; T.Hortan, Cleve., 12; restnanimu,
Bost., 12
TRIPLES—Fregosi, Calif., 6; McAuliffe,
Chtt., 6; McCraw, Chic., 5; Stroud, Wass..
4; Cameanerk• Oak., 3; Uhlisender, Minn..
3: Davaiiiio, Cleve., 3; Unser, Wash.. 3.
HOME RUNS—F.Howard, WaIls., n;
W Horton, DU. It; Killebrew, Minn., It;
Yastrzonskl. Bost.. 10; Harreki01.
to; McMullen, Wash.. 10.
STOLEN BASES—Campanerls. Oak., 21;
Carr:tonal, Cleve., 14; Oliva, Minn., 10,
While, N.Y., to; R.Smith. Bost., 9.
PITCHING II Decisionsl—John, Chic.,
4-0, 1.003; McLain, Def., 94, .115; Lather,
Del., 41, 100; Hardin, Bait.. 7-2, .771;
1.144mIllon, Calif., 3-1, .750; Hider, Clet.,
3-1. .750:
Warden, Dot., 3-1, .750;
Schnook, N.Y., 42, .750.
STRIKEOUTS—McDowell, Cleve.. III:
V;
Tient, Cleve., 92; ',scum.,
D.Chence, Minn., 114; Siatert, Cleve., 71.

but

didn't

Dodgers

000 004 0-4

7

6

Indians

100 413 x-9

8

I

mI

'

and

Orioles

000 000 0-0

2

6

003 310 x-7

4

I

Pinkston,

(L),
Ward

of
BY COURT ORDER, THE RECEIVER
the DON SOUDER SHOP for. MEN
has been ordered to
LIQUIDATE THE ENTIRE STOCK
of the store.
Merchandise Will Be
REDUCED FROM 20 to 35%

Clopton.

and

hits off

were triples by

Ward

BEGINNING, MONDAY 1UNE 10th

McCuistion.

••••

Tom Seaver of the New York triumph.
Roger Marts' homer
Metz and Don Sutton of the

Pony
1-4 P. m. — Baseball • •
off the
Ch. 4.
Los Angeles Dodgers hooked foul pole, a two-run blast in Detroit vs. Chicago.
•• • •
Indians
up in the 18th 1-0 game in the the third Inning, proved to be
r---Av 2:30-3 p. m.—The Outdoors- nits
season the difference
National League this
Astros
became thr*an . . Ch. 8.
Marichal
Juan
Monday night. It went 10 inn.
• • ••
Orioles
winner in the
trigs and Seever and the Meta first 11-game
34 p. m. — U. S. Open Golf Dodgers
majors as he set down the Pigot the victory.
'data
As recently as 1956, there rates on four hits and a walk. • . . Ch. 8.
••••
were only five 1-0 games all Marichal has now won seven
4-5.30 p. m. — Wide World
season in the NL. Now the straight and is 11-2 this season.

League

Standings
L

W.

711

0

3
2

1

2

1

2

2

1

3

0

3

NEW
YORK run
— Stage
to The Giants gave him fine sup- of Sports . . . Ch. 8.
•• • •
Door Johnny won the $181,450
port with a 10-hit attack off
SUNDAY, JUNE 16
Belmont Stakes by I'S lengths
Bob Veale 2-1 and two reliev1907 in the "deal-ball era."
2 p. m.—Soccer . . . Wadi- over favored Ford PLR
The story is the same in the ers. Willie McCovey hit his llth
Baltimore
vs.
Whips
Mays and ington
Witte
American League where there homer and
of 43 set in

the record

break

been

have

set

1908

in

Brown

each

knocked

In

in

Ernie

Banks

homered

For

Head
the

In

Record

AL, there

been

have

81 shutouts. The record of 153
was set just last season and
probably be broken

will

PHILADELPHIA tIPS
Patrick

led

-

Villanova

S. IC4A track and field
round . . . Ch. 8. with a 3:56.8 mile.

m.—Golf . . . U.

•••
•.

Dave

to

an

FALL AND SUMMER
MERCHANDISE

victory

Boog Powell Drives In Two
Runs For Baltimore Team

1908.

is 164 set in

p.

Open, final

in the NL including two of the
four games played Monday. The
record

Mays . . . Ch. 4.
• • ••

twice

been 64,

have

shutouts. There

011ie

two rum.

same

the

if

story

and

games

1-0

14

the record 41
The

chance

good

a

has

league

again

this season.
By FRED DOWN
Sports Writer

Seaver and Sutton were both
proficient at keeping the

UPI

very

the

off

runners

bases. Seaver

allowed just four hits and walkone

ed

Sutton

while

allowed

just five hits and walked three.
the National
Elsewhere in
Louis

St.

League,

At-

nipped

lanta, 4-3, San Francisco blank-

4

Pittsburgh 8-0 and

ed

Chicago

Cincinnati 4-3.

topped

In the American League, BalWashington 4timore topped

Ern;e Ranks
fiRs

Oakland

bladed

Cleveland

1,

7-2 and Chicago beat New Yost
5-2

The

California

at

Boston

•

O

and Billy Wuuams drove in the
winning

game was rained out.
M

Weis singled in the only

run

with

a

seventh

inning double as the Cubs top-

Harry Dalton's pre-season operation has turned out so successfully that even Boog Powell no longer feels the pain.
Powell was an unhappy patient when the Baltimore Orioles' director of personnel insisted that the big first baseman take a pay cut last spring_
Powell held out for a while
but then went under the knife
to the tune of about $3,000 —
modest enough surgery considering his 234 batting average,
13 homers and 55 runs batted
in for the 1967 season.

ped the Reds. Banks collected
But now the 250-pound Boos
run in the Mets-Dodgers game.
his 10th homer in the second is off to the fastest start of his
SwoWeds' single scored Ron
and hi. Ilth in the fourth off career with a .250 batting avbode, who had walked and gone
Marker Gary Nolan. Williams' erage, eight homers and 37 runs
to third on a single by rookie
hit came off loser Bob Lee and batted in and able to quip,
Kevin Collins.
snapped a 2-2 tie Ken Holtz"I'm always hippy when I'm
Granger Preserves Win
man, 5-4, went seven innings to hitting my weight this early in
—.Rookie Wayne Granger turngot the victory.
the season." Powell has been a

slow starter throughhis career even when he
one of the American Leagmost dangerous sluggers

notorious

Baseball Standings

out
was
ue's
In

American League
W. L. Pct.
ff

•

GB

Detroit

35

20

636

33

24

.579

3

Baltimore

31

24

564

4

Minn

28

27

.509

7

Boston

28

273

481

Vs

Oakland

25

29

483

9's

California. Wright 5-2 and
Brunet 5-6 at Boston, Culp 22
and Stange. 2-2, 2, 5'30 p m.
Wodn•sday's Games

New

York

26

31

456

10

25

32

439

11

1966.

Powell Monday night after driving in two runs and scoring
another in the Orioles' 4-1 victory over the Washington

Sen-

ators. "But 1

hap-

like

what's

Powell drove in a run with
a sacrifice fly in the first inning, broke a 1-1 tie when he
singled home Curt Morton. who
had doubled, in the third and
scored on a sacrifice fly by
Curt Blefary in the sixth as
the Orioles beat the Senators
for the eighth straight time this
season. Jim Hardin pitched a
four-hitter, struck out three and
walked none in raising his record to 8-2.
The Cleveland Indians defeated the Oakland Athletics 7-2
and the Chicago White Sox beat
York Yankees 5-2 in
other American
In

the

ro El .3

League games.

National

League, the
St. Louis Cardinals topped the
Atlanta Braves 4-3,
San
the
Francisco Giants downed the
Pittsburgh Pirates 8-0, the Chicago Cubs best the Cincinnati
Reds 4-3 and the New York

Francisco 8 Pittsburgh 0

Louis 4 Atlanta 3, night
N. Y. 1, L. A. 0, 10 inns., night
Only games scheduled

St

Today's Porbable

Pitchers
Minnesota at Detroit. night
Cincinnati, Culver 5-5 at ChiOakland at Cleveland. night
11
436
31
24
Wash
cago. Niekro 5-4, 2'30 p m.
Baltimore at Washington, night
23 30 434 11
Chicago
St. Louis. Gibson 5-5 at AtNev. York. night
at
Chicago
Results
Monday's
lanta. Kelley 23. 8 p. m
night
Boston.
at
California
Chicago 5 New York 2. night
Houston. Dierker 5-8 at PhilCleveland 7 Oakland 2, night
adelphia. Wise 4-3. 7:30 p. m.
National League
Baltimore 4 Washington 1, n
New York, Selma 5-0 at Los
W. L.. Pct. GB
Calif at Boston. night, ppd St. Louis
Angeles, Osieen.5-7, 11 p.
34 23 .596
rain
Pittsburgh, MeBean 5-5 at
San Fran.
31
544 3
26
Onlv games scheduled
San Francisco, Sadecki 6-7, 11
Los Angees 32 27 .542 3
Porbable
Pitchers
Today's
p.m.
29 26 527 4
Atlanta
Minnesota, Boswell 55 and Cincinnati
Wedn•sday's Games
27 27 .500 5'4
Chance 47 at Detroit. Sparma Phila.
Cincinnati at Chicago
500 514
25 25
5-5 arid Hiller 3 1 or Cain 1-0, Chicago
St. Louis at Atlanta, night
27 28 491 6
2. 531) p m
Pittsburgh at San Francisco
New York
25 29 463 7'f7
Oakland. Dobson 26 at Cleve
Houston at Philadelphia, night
21 30 412 10
Pitts
land. .Siebert 6 4 7 30 p m
22 32 407 101 New York at Los Angeles, night
Houston

.1 El •'

the Ney

York,

San

DON'T FORGET
FATHER'S DAY JUNE 16th

pening."

"I'm not aware that I'm do- Meta edged the Los
Baltimore, Brabenuer 4-2 at
Angeles
Washington, Bertarui 4-4, 8:05 ing anything different," said Dodgers 1-0 in 10 innings
pm
Monday. Resutts
Chicago. Horlen 4-6 at New
Chicago 4 Cincinnati 3
Talbot 0-7, 8 p. m.

Cleveland

Calif

rl

ci

and

McCuiston

The only two

1..,

Lane.

Phils
Lanciolt

J

E 33

Adams

Vance,

(W) Rayburn (6)

12:30-1 p. m.--Car and MCI

allow

and

0 -a a 0 el fel CI

LIQUIDATION
SALE

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING ins at batsi—Rose, Cin..
.356; M.Aiou, Pitt., .333; Flaked, St.L.,
.333; A.Johnson. Cln., .Xt7; F.Alow All.,
.325
RUNS—Rose, CM., 41; &Johnson. Cin.,
36; Santo, Chic., 33; Pinson, CM., 36;
Flood, St.L., 35.
RUNS BATTED 1N—Peru, CM. X;
Santo, Chic., 32; Bench. CM., X;
H.Aaren, All., 31; Swoboda, N.Y., Si;
Cepeda, St.L., St; Mays, S.F., 31.
HITS—Rose, Cin., 10; Flood, St.L., 71;
F.Alou, All., 74; A.Jchnson, Cin.. 70,
Staub. Hove., 66.
DOUBLES—breck, St L., 17; aim,
15; Finch, C,n., IS; Staub, 14oust
II; B.Winiarris. CM( , Is.
TRIPLES—B. William s. Chic., 6;
Clemente, PM., 5; KessInoer, Chic.. 1.
Brock. St.L.. 4; 9 tied with 3.
HOME RUNS—Hat-f, S.F., 11: Mays.
SF. 11; 14.4aron, An., 10; Starfaell, Pitt
10; McCovu, S.F., 10.
STOLEN SASES—W Davis. L.A., 12;
Wills. Pitt., 12; R.Jackson, All., 9;
A.Johnson, Cin., 9; T.Taylor. Pith.. I.
Ahoy, Pitt., It
PITCHING II Decisions1—SOrno, N.Y.,
54. 1.0110; Marichal, S F., 1142. 13131;
Keosrnen, N.Y., 9-2, .010; Carlton. St.L..
7.1 _771; 5 fled with .730.
STRIKEOUTS — Strum, LA..
‘
572:
MarIchal, S.F., 90; Ryan. NM., $2,
Fryman, Phil., 79; Drysdale, I. A, 79.
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THE

r Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

LEDGER
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TIMES
ow-•

Phone 753-190 or 753-4,47

Tumidity, Juno 11
Me Murray-Calloway Court
Reared Teachers
the Murray-Oallo
vial meet
way County lAbrary at two p.m
Dr. Harty Spirts will be
speaker.
• • `4,
The Maryleona Frost Circi
of First United M
C.hurch WS(S will meet
Mrs. N. P. Hutson at 9 30
•• •
The Alice Waters Circle
Plat United Methodist Ch
WSCS will meet with Mrs.
limn Moffett, Panorama
at 9:30 a.m.
•••
Murray Star Chapter No. 423
Order of the Esstern Star will
hold As regular meeting at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
•••
Circles of the Flrst Baptir
Church WMS will meet u follows: I with Mrs. Owen Billington at 930 a.m., 1:1 with Mrs.
Lottie Jones at ten a.m . 117 with
Mrs Grace McClain at 2:30
p.m . and IV with Mrs. R. IL
Dawes at two p.m.
• ••
The Greet Baptist Church
Wanian's Missionary Society is
seilaieded to meet at the church
at seven pm.
•• •

A

MURRAY, RINTUCKT

TUESDAY —

Glenda Anne Dale Susan Alexander
Honored At Shower Larry Cunningham
Alexander Home
To Marry June 15
Miss Glenda Anne Dale,

Mr. and Mni. Elbert Alexandbr.de-elect of Michael Galli.
er of Murray Route Six andea
at
honoree
the
was
more,
nounce the approaching markghtfully panned household
riage of their only daughter,
shAver held in the lovely home
Susan Ruth, to Larry Wilde
of Mrs Gaylon Alexander, Put
Cunningham, SOO of bit. and
ye. r. Term.
Mn. W. A. Cunningham, MagCohostesses for the occasion
nolia Drive, Murray.
ibas" AM.Wine
Hammons
Tommy
Mrs.
were
lass Alexander is a graduate
who
Wilson
Bobby
Mrs.
and
of Calloway County High School
welcomed the guests at the door
The groom-elect is a graduate
w:th Mrs. Alexander.
of Cakoway County High School
rhe bride-elect chose to wear
and piensto attend Murray
for the occasion a silver and
Min Susan Alexander, bride- wh?te ten dress with white ac- State University this fall.
The ceremony will be read
elect of Larry Cunningham, was ce,..sories. Her corsage was
honored at a shower held at the wh.te tent dress with white ac on Saturday, June 15, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening at
home of her grandmother, Mrs. hens.
the Puryear Baptist Church,
Lena Brumley on Murray Route
Sirs. J. T. Dale. mother of
Puryear, Tenn. No invitations
Six.
the honoree, wore a pink dress are being sent, but all friends
Hostesses for the occasion
lace over jacket. Mrs.
a
with
were Mrs. James King of Good- Doyle Gallimore. Jr., mother of and reletives are invited to attend.
lettsville, Tenn., and Mrs. Lena.
the—graom-elect, was attired in
FollowIng-their Wedding trip
Brumley. Miss Cathy Johnston
and white whip cream
blue
a
the emmle will reside on Murkept the register for the show- dress.
ray Route Six.
er.
Ole bride-elect's table was
•••
For the event Miss Alexand- beautifully decorated with a
er chose to wear a beige bro- beige lace cloth over blue. The Young Folks Buy
cade dress and was presented centerpiece was of blue and Most Sewing Machines
with a yellow carnation cor- white daisies flanked by blue
NEW YORK (UPI) — Four
sage.
of five American teenout
candles
Refreshments were served
of cake, nuts, agers sew So it's not surprising
Refreshments
from a table covered with a and Cokes were served by the that the highest annual conwhite lace cloth. The gift table hostesses, assisted by Miss Deb sumer expediture for sewing
was covered with a cloth with the Wilson.
machines is for the age group
pink trimming and had a cengroom-elect was also pre- under 25. according to a sewThe
The
terpiece of a large bell.
execusent to assist the bride-elect in ing machine company
color scheme of white and pink the opening of the gifts which tive.
NAPPY AWARD WINNERS... This Alpha Sw. Mpha girls
The youngsters turn out
was used.
pictured are this recipe*, of Hie annual swards proasailed
Wednesday, June 12
were displayed in the den for
•••
more than 70 million pieces of
Family Night will be held at W the chapter. They us (left to right), Sway Schneiders,
the guests to see.
clothing and 2 million items
the Cherry Corner Baptist Itoosenary Goad, Peggy Dwyer, end Poggy Schalk Noll Vlidd
MISS Kay Bland kept the refor the home each year. says
Note Zeillich Is not pichwed.
Church at 730 p.m
gifts.
gister of
Giuseppe Mundt, managing
perohmage Ni dote.
fifty-five
Approximately
• ••
director of Necchl Sewing Masons were present or sent gifts.
chines of Italy The garments
The Arts and Crafts Club will
Among those attending were
they make, in order of popugrandmomeet at the home of Mn Kate
White,
Layman
Mrs.
skirts, dresses,
A bridesmaids' breakfast comlarity. are
Mrs.
Kirk at 230 p.m.
-elect,
bride
the
of
ther
plimenting Miss Patricia Lynn
blouses, shorts, aprons. slacks,
• ••
Mae
Mrs.
out
and
Use
to
Brandon
sorority
annually
lphus
is given
Alpha Sigma Alpha
lect of James Ediumpers and jackets.
The New Hope Homemakers of Murray State University pre- standing sophomore member. Pasco, bride-e
grandmothers of the
Jones, Jr.. of Mayfield, was Gallimore,
win
Club will meet at the home of sented five annual awards at
major
Miss Zeilich is an art
Saturday morning. June groom-elect.
Big See-Through
Mn. Ben Brumley at 1.30 p.m. the annual Parents' Day dinner She is a member of Kappa Pi held on
Mrs. H. J. Bryan and Miss
by
1,
• ••
AKRON. Ohio UPI)—Food
and the Elizabeth Hall Council Jane Bryan at their home on mint green whipped cream feat- I
recently
stores use $120 million worth
The New Concord Hoineenakring a yoke of lace and smock
Recipients were Mrs. Peggy She will be membership direct Wells Boulevard.
of clear plastic film a year to
en Club will have a picnic at Schalk Hull. Mimes Peggy or of the sorority next year.
ng Her mother. Mrs. John PasThe awards were all present., The country ham breakfast
Pans Leading State Park at Dwyer, Suzy Schneiders, Ross
. chose a dress of blue whip- package fresh meats and prothe patio-porch
on
served
was
1
10:30 a.m
for
The
A white rosebud duce. economists
ed by Lynda Allbritten. tMur where the guests were seated at ped
mary Goad, and Vikki
• ••
who is vteeprewideo
place and Goodyear Tire & Rubber ComPasco's
Kim
Mrs. Hull. of 100 South 13th ray,
marked
floor
Pink
tables.
small round
The regular ladies day lua- Street, Murray. received the the chapter and cheirman
marked Mrs. pany, a leading supplier. relength table covers were accent. a red rbsebud
port.
oheoo will be held at the Cal- "Elizabeth Bard Small" award the awards committee
place.
asco's
roses in shades of pink
The banquet was hew at the ed
loway County Country Club at This is a national award. givee
presented
the
bridemaids
Pasco, Mrs. John Pasco, Miss
The
in silver vases and rose-paternmon. HoMmes are chairman, to one member of each Alpha Woman's Clubhouse
onoree with a sugar shell in Susan Sparks. Miss Kay Willis,
ed
Mrs. Stiult Erwin, and Mesda- Sigma Alpha chapter for out•••
silver
pattern of
and Mrs. Charles Eldridge of
Miss Piero wore a shift of e: chosen
mes H. C Corn. Bobby Nix standing scholarship character.
The guest list included Miss
Crawford. Bill Crouse, Tommy and personality, and a the high
Chrisp. Joe Dick, Holmes Ellis. est honor the chapter can be
Sr , Jobs Gregory. and Robert stow
Young.
Mrs. Hull. formerly of Owens
• ••
born. is a history and political
The Harris Grove Iirmernalo science major She a a meta
en Club will meet at *chem. her of Alpha Lambda Delta and
of Mrs. Estelle Heuer at toe was on the Judicial Board durKim Linda Allbritten and her
p.m
ing the past year She has re- mother. Mrs. James Rudy All•••
cently completed her term as
left Sunday, June 2.
Grove
Elm
The
Baptist membership director of the sor beaten.
Virginia Beach, Virginia.
tor
Woman's Minimal" on ty
Church
Miss Altbrseten will be working
Society will hold its enserel
Miss Dwyer. Owensboro. reduring the summer and
meeting at the home of Mrs. ceived the "Frost Fidelity" a- there
mother is spending a week
Keys Keel at 1 .30 pm. with ward which a also a rimmed a- her
vacation with her.
Mrs Walton FUlkerson as the ward given on the basis of the of her own • • •
loader The group will visit the intangible qualities of unwaivMrs. lissec L Clanton Mai&
WeltIl!W Nursing Home.
ering loyaky and devoted see- ed the hsgh school gradostiou
• ••
of bet- grandson. Steve Miller,
Thursday, hilt. 13
She has recently been re- in Chattasooga. Tenn.. on TuesThe West Side Homemakers
elected to a second term as preClanton was
Club will meet at the City Park ',Went of Murray's Alpha Sigma day. June 4 Mrs
of her daughter, Mrs
at 9.30 to make picnic baskets. Alpha chapter She. too. was a the guest
Charles C. Miller and Mr. Mil•••
member of the Judicial Board, ler. She returned home Friday.
Grove 138 of the Woodmes Alpha Lambda Delta. Chi Delta
• ••
of the World is scheduled be Phi. and The Murray State News
S. H. WinchesMrs.
and
Mr.
meet at the Murray Women'. staff Mess Dwyers majors inter of St. Petersburgh, Fla,
Club House at 8 30 p.m.
clude journatism. psychology, are the guests of their daugh•• •
and English
ter, Mrs Neale Mason. Mr. Ma
The South Murray HomemakMiss Good was awarded the son. and sons. Kip and Robert,
ers Club will meet at the City "Evelyn Linn Seroce Award"
on Henry Street.
Park at ten a m Each member which is named tor the chapter at their home
• ••
is to bring her lunch and bev- adviser It is given for a year
and Mrs.
erage The lesson will be Ni the of outstanding service render- Mrs. Bill Britton
Joe Pat Witherspoon attended
morning and members will paint ed to the chapter
e wedding of Miss Joyce Ann
glass ko the afternoon
Miss Goad a a junior psycho. ussell to Robert Edwards Bur• • •
and English major She nett at the Alclersgate United
h2tY
Friday, June 14
has been elected president of Methodist Church, Paducah, on
The North Murray Home the Panhellemc Council for saturday,
June 1
makers Club will meet at the next year. as well as been aptwang of Mrs Oscar &dyers. 807 pointed to the Judicsal Board.*
North 17th Street, at 1.30 p.m
She is a member of Psi Chi
•••
Miss Schneiders was awardMARE EVERY GRAVE
ed the Alumni Award which is
presented by the Murray alumni chapter to the graduating
senior who has the highest
s hlastic standing.
She is a history and French
student and served as president
.3! the International Relations
Since 111114
Mrs J T Taylor opened het Club last yesr Miss Schneidhome for the picnsc luncheon ers will be stud)ing French in
held by the Pans Road Home Canada this summer She is ormakers Club on Tuesday, June imnaly from St Louis
SUILDIRS OF FINE
hiss Zellich. Louisville. re
4. at ten o'clock in the mornMIIMORIALS
ceived the "Helen Hodges So
ing
Porter White
Manager
The vice-president. Mrs. La phomore Star" award It is nam
111 Maple St
753-12
...e Hart, presided at the ed for an Alpha Sigma Parto
meeting in the absence of the new. Mrs Harlan Hodges, anci
president. Mrs Leroy Eldridge
Mrs. Dewey Grogan gave the
devotion She used the thought
that .'when we worship God
through prayer, Bible reading
and family worship both in the
home and in the churches, then
truls. we are studying to show
ourselves approved of God'
The pH call was answered
by ten members telling what
they enjoy most about the sum
mer Mrs. Ina Nesbitt is the
secretary
Mrs J. T. Taylor and Mrs.
Pat Thompson presented the
1esson for the day on "Plann
ing for Retirement".
The landscape notes were
given by Mrs Eldridge Gee.
A del leIOUS luncheon was
served at noon The four visitors aere Mrs Dean Crutchfield,
Madrey, Mrs.
Mrs. Myrtle
George Barrett. and Mrs. Gerald Coles
The nest meeting will be held
Ill Mt home of Mrs Jim Hart on
September 10 at one p.m. The
lesson will be on "Clothing
500 N. 411,
Phone 753-8944
Guides For Fall and Waiter".

Brumley Home
Scene Of Shower
For Bride•elect

Award
Mrs. Peggy Hull Of Murray
Alpha
Winner Named By Alpha Sigma

Bryan Home Scene
Of Breakfast For
Patricia Pasco

hisashers etteadine the ait40/108 at hos Demeter Meow
Debbie
makers Club are etches& Freed row, left ve right,
Pritchett, Mrs. Relish Remits, Mrs. J. Faitedereen. wed Mn,
Mathis,
Janus Patchett; beck row, left to right, Mrs. Denim
Pritchett.
Mils
Mrs.
and
Puckett,
Mule
Mrs.
tiered clothes depend on the
bowl of samba and equipment
you have and how well you am
them, Kra Pritchett and.
The Dexter Homemakers held
In laundrying water Is the
Lb regular monthly meeting on main cleaving agent. If your
Mathis,
Damon
Mrs.
8.
June
water has few or no edairala
president, caked the meeting
A is "soft". If water has a hiali
in order.
mineral content, it is "herd".
Mrs. James Pritchett gave the
Hard ester plus soap or deter
devotion and thought of the
'gent leaver deposit in the ele"
month "When we worship God
the., thin one needs to know
through prayer. Bible reading
how to prevent this deposit ia
our
in
both
worship
and family
your wash. The correct amount
churches,
our
homes and in
water softener and detergent
of
to
studying
then truly we are
can prevent this, the leader
show ourselves approved to
said.
Ood".
•••
Mrs. Willis Pritcbett, project
on
lesson
the
gave
leader,
Successful
Oil Research
Aids".
"Laundry
home leundering he. always required knowledge of fabrics,
TULSA, Okla (UPI) — Ou
control at water hardness and
temperature and today more companies spent about $450
than ever, the proper me of million in research during
laundry aids. To save yourself 1967, financing over 90 per cent
steps and energy, locate sup- of the amount themselves, acplies and equipcsent comm- cording to the American Petroleum Institute
ies* for reedy use. Well laun-

June Meeting Held
By Homemakers

a

Cook's Jewelry
.1:17haes 500 MAIN STREET

Diamond

s

••==1•=1•••
,

PERSONALS

^

Ws. J. T. Taylor
Hostess For Meet
Paris Road Club

.••
and
Isl
ron
hev
theperfictplace to starta vacation!

This summer, make your first port
of call Chevron Island. Let the
friendly natives, at the pump island,
nuke sure your car is ship shape for
the journey.They start with a thorough check.Then they protect friction points with fine Standard Oil
lubricants and your engine with
famous RPM Motor Oil. While
you're there, ask about the free
Tourguide Service and the extra
convenience of a Chevron National
Credit Card. Make this year's trip
more fun for everyone. Chart your
course from Chevron Island, just
south of the Standard sign.
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To make room for new stock
arriving soon.
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

TUESDAY - JUNE 11. 1968
HELP WANTED

Bw,SOI,Tiaves
IlleAReotRod

WOMAN TO STAY with lady
recuperating from surgery, light
house work. Salary, room and
meals. Phone 753-8030 after
5:00 p. m.
TFNC

ANT A

'WON ME

Bares Proof
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI) Angelica, a 21 -year-old strippe
at a Beirut night club, got angry when someone in the audience challenged her sex.
To prove it cost her a nigh
in jail for indecent exposure.

WAITRESS and cook at Ken's
Truck Stop. Call 402-8700.
J-11-C Replacement
HOLLYWOOD iUPII-Ben
WANTEb: Men to solicit dereplaced Robert
linquent accounts for wide a- Gazzara has
in 'The Bridge at Remawake collection agency. Guar- Blake
gen" which stars George Segal
antee $150 weekly to men who in the World War II epic
qualify. Write Manager Box
549, Painesville, Ohio, 44077.
J-12-P

Last Laugh
NEW YORK (UPI) - Singer Tony Bennett always has a
chuckle when he gets his annual booking at Jules Podell's
Copacabana night club
Tony, one of the most popu-

lar entertainers in the cotuitxy,
was once turned down at the
cafe as a production singer.

experienced teenager. Call 753Ferrer To Produce
FOE SENT
NOTICE
1TP
1790.
HOLLYWOOD 'UPI) - Mel
Clean it right and watch it
Ferrer will produce a film verglow. Use Blue Lustre. Rent
1965 FORD XL convertible. electric shampooer $1. Big K. ROOMS FOR boys. one block WILL HAVE 2 trailers for rent, WOULD LIKE to do sewing in
sion of James Barnes classic
my home. Call 753-7387 after
"Peter Pan" with an entirely
One-owner, sharp car. Call 7533-15-C from campus. Summer rates. for couples only June 1st. Can 5:00 p. m.
J-17-C
Will take fall application'. Pri- be seen after 4:00 any afterJ-11-C
new musical score.
4516 after 5:00 p. in.
AEC REGISTERED Toy Mina vate entrance. Phone 7558766 noon at Dill's Trailer Court
Kingswood
in
LOT
100 a 150
T-F-C
June-M-C Call 753-2930.
ture Poodles, 7 weeks old. Call or 753-2585.
Early Sales
Subdivision. Call 753-4516 af- 755-5950.
3-134
WANTED TO BUY
TWO-BEDROOM furnished a- ELECTROLUX SALES & SerJ-11-3
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Adter 5:00 p. m.
:ROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
1962 MODEL refrigerator with partment with kitchen-den com- vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C. vance ticket sales already are
PCIDOU DEIN
WANTED: Good used shallow
MODERN FOUR • BEDROOM, freezer compartment. Good con- bination. Private entrance, carPhone 382-3176, being taken in New York for well pump. Phone 753-3102.
033 U01100 MEIM
10-Confederate
ACROSS
$3,500. Carpet, paneling, air- dition. Copper color. $50. Phone peted and air-conditioned. For IL Sanders.
Girl"
"Funny
which
won't
be
general
-29-C
OOMOOD AMOOMM
H-June
Lynnville, Ky.
J-13-C 1-Fondle
conditioning, furniture. Elec- 753-2234.
released for six months.
3-13-P girls or couple only. Available
11-Bushy clump
P0000 ORM
4-Walked in water
tric heat, insulated, 1% acre.
16-Chart
OMB
for summer and fall semester. JONES DRIVE IN will be clos9-In music, high
On blacktop, three miles down BEAUTIFUL Manchester pu
lb Tranquility
000RU 000 END
Located 100 So. 13th St. Kel- ed Thurs., June 6 through Wed.,
12-Time gone by
3I3
20-Negative
toys, famous ley Pest Control.
MI IMO
Pottertown Road. J. Robinson. tea, medium
TFC June 12 for vacation. Reopen
13.Estance
COU 0130 ODOOM
22-Cmses
J-11-P Gwinnywillow bloodline, AKC.
3-11-C
June 13.
14-Sign of zodiac
MEMO GOO MOO
23-Doctrine
3-17-P NEW FURNISHED apartments,
Gilbertsvllle 362-4348.
IS-Entrust
ODU MOOG
24-Printer's
LOT on Lakeway Shores. Phone
air-conditioned. Williams Apart- VISIT THE ANTIQUE HOUSE,
FTWiallur
17-Hit
lightly
PURR-FECT Persian kittens - ments, So. 16th St. Phone 753- 303 East Main Street. See the
436-5675.
BOO
26-Heavy linen
19-Solar disk
blue, cream, CFA. Gilbertsville, 8660.
fabric (p4)
July-l-C new gift department. We buy
002100 SOU
21-Pronoun
NICE 154 FOOT wood boat. Ky., 362-4348.
3-17T
28-Pronoun
22-Walk
mil and trade antiques. BookFully equipped, 35 h. p EvinFOR RENT OR LEASE: Large
29-Coarse cotton
25-Bow
cases, walnut and glass, built
50-Hasten
fabric
rude, like new. 3-bedroom ho- '57 CHEVROLET, 2-door pod, three-bedroom
40 Guido's high
house, located
27-Assistant
3-15-C
note
30 Roman official
SI-Unit of Siamese
use, large den, large living room. raotor recently overhauled. Call at 1506 Sycamore. Also has an to your specifications.
31-14umber
32 Mohammedan
currency
41 Coniunction
3-13-P apartment that can be rented. TERMITES? Call Ward Termite
large kitchen and dining room. 753-4781.
32-Captivated
name
52-Title of respect
44 Hard shelled
space.
34-Preposition
closet
and
cabinet
matter
no
guar33-One.
Lots of
3-11.0 for free estimate. All work
fruit
54-Afternoon party
Call 753-2868.
which
35-Man's name
A good table top gas range and REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
46 Remainder
55-illuminated
anteed. Five year contracts.
35-Chemical
36-Suffix:
like
apartment, air- rya room house treated, $65.00.
FURNISHED
48 Bird's home
an almost new cook out grill.
56-Before
compound
37 Symbol to,
59 Greek letter
49 Carpenter s tool
39-Compass point
Will sell reasonable. Call 753- BEAUTIFUL, 4-bedroom home. conditioned, all private. Cou- Ward Pest Control, 1612 College
nickel
3-11-NC Located at 1612 Loch Lomond ples only, no pets. 1610 Col- Farm Rood, phone 753-6501.
7727.
38-Thoughtlully
10
8 ;$29
5 ill 7
2 3 04
I
41 Yellow ocher
Dr., 100 yards from Robertson lege Farm Road. Call 753-1400.
July-11-P
X+
eite!
MASSEY FURGERSON baler, School. 2 baths, living room and
42-1et it stand
3-11-C
14•
:•:•:ii 13
43-Cloth measure
New Holland rake, New Holland large panelled kitchen, family
•Mii:
il
44-City in Alaska
old Pointer
WEEKS
EIGHT
7
i
•••••••:,
conditioner. Will sell all three room
air-conditionTWO-BEDROOM,
16
15
45 Teutonic deity
Special
combination.
registered. Grandsons and
:Si
together or conditioner separate
47-Japanese
ill
features; wall-to-wall carpet- ed house trailer. Private lot. pupa,
a."...vo
Regins
aborigine
of
daughters
grand
from baler and rake. All in
Wk
ing throughout, central heat Couples only. Available now.
49-Portions
$::::NAil
•••••• V' '
!At*
."“"
good condition. Call John Mc- and air-conditioning. Owner Phone 753-2531.
3-11-C White Knight. Phone 753-8489
53.irritate
, •Ekaii29 io
26 K.;
•• 25
•
•
ii:•
illj24
3-13-C
Tenn.
A"
•
Puryear,
2
57.ftrver island
Cuiston, Route
.00:=
leaving the city. House priced
58-Warbles
TFNC
847-3949.
31
4932
to sell. Call 733-4937 for ap- NICE THREE BEDROOM, bath MOTOR ROUTES open. Contact
60-Goddess of
51711
II
healing
3-13-P and one-half, house trailer for Louisville-Courier Journal, 75334
EARLY AMERICAN couch and pointment
61 Damp
couple. Available June 11.
TFC
.
62-Beheve
chair in good condition, also NEW HOUSE for sale. Almost Phone 753-3855 or 753-5108.
/110.
40
63 Devoured
antique dining room suite, has complete, 914,750.00. Brick,
3-11-C
aIIII
il
il
SERVICES OFFERED
buffett and china cabinet. Call three-bedrooms, carport, 1,100
S43
DOWN
J-11-C
M44UU
753-5343.
ill
heat. TWO-BEDROOM house for the
feet, central
square
1-Moccasin
as
.9;01655iiPZif 45 ati ille:e: 47
summer months only. Will rent MAINTENANCE Unlimited Jan2.The self
:::.
REAL NICE white baby bed (Central air optional). Nice lot, to either a family or boys. Call itor Service, Commercial, In.
it*:•920
:4
giN
3-Man's
nickname
49 al
52 pp;53
54 55 5-6
PAINT POURED INTO DRAFT FILES Betty Fisher, senior clerk
and large chest, also four real near Almo Heights. Call How- 753-2325.
4-Lingor
3-12-C dristriat ReaidentiaL Call be5)•
3-1.3-C
753-1881.
in
in
Bucy,
the
G.
Boston,
ard
Service
Selective
surveys
the
damage
after
5-Courteous
nice walnut tables. Phone 753tween 2 and 6, 462-8485.
59
57
OM 58
6-Delirium
iga
J-11-C
275.
i. .4
June-27-C a young man and woman walked in and poured black paint
eiiriX
.
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick lord- THREE-ROOM furnished aparttremens(abbe.)
into the drawers They escaped
U
W
if*
62
Vig
61
7-Dine
Many
Murray
in
ed
southwest
i.
in
..
.,
refrigerator
NORGE
SED
U
II
ment for college students, boys BABY SITTING job wanted by
8-Trace
......,,
including
features,
desirable
435-4342.
9-High
Call
mountain
good condition.
Distr. by United Feature vadicate. ne
or girls. Call 755-7923.
3-13-C
3-12-C large kitchen-den combination,
baths, carpeting and ap- FURNISHED, modern 2-bed1967 CHEVROLET pick up. pliances. Price has been lower- room lake cottage, accommodat0 _lhort wheel base, 6 cylinder, ed for quick sale-also can ar- ing six. Call Greene Wilson, for
16,000 actual miles. Sherrill range financing for qualified vreekly reservations, after 5:00
Outland. Phone 755-3786 J-15-C buyer. Call 753-3903
3-13-C p. in., 753-3536.
y I yy --.••••••••.m.....
H4-13-C
I
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by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts*

r•

ALL RIGHT, WHO PAINTED
RAW'STRIPES ON AW PIANO?!

oat o. tar. Now. 11,•••••
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"P'ec'IZ

A new Western thriller
BY RICHARD POOLE
Lee
From the Doubleday & Co novel. Copyright 0 IWO
Byadicesta
t. Wells. Distributed by King Features
WHAT NAM HAPPICNKH
Rtiln hours of buyiag Hobe
Terrall's Tumbling T ranch. Greg
. Corwin _heard gunfire and found
Amends
da Wu. being shot at by
hidden gunmen Rescued. Armada
explained the •Ituation in Wyoming. Sioux Valley A range war
WY. pitting small ranchers including Amends, against the huge Bar
Y. owned by Vale Edwards and
run by his foreman Hart Yates
Seeking to understand fully the
bas ic factors before rum:Div
himself. Corwin rode to me
wards He was ourpriaed by Diana
alwarda, Vale's daughter, who
him Cl gunpoint She took
Yates
Wss to her father with Her
I
t Edwards inserted
ot hire gunmen and was net
responsible for the ambush of
Amanda Next morning on his way
to comigete transfer of title to Tumbling T, Corwin met Hal Stem
=Hie Anchor ranch who also

ifin

e-CHAPTER 11
REG CORWIN finurhed his
drink and Fred Unger Instantly filled the shot glass
again, though Greg tried to protest Unger laughed. -Next
time, you'll buy the drinks, if
that bothers you A banker always gets his money back, one

G

•

the bank would like to.: On his return from Redman.
up some of these small Greg and Cal made a little
ceremony of placing new deed ,
spreads on the quiet."
"So

and title registrations in the of"Quiet• How •
"The Recorder is my friend. fice safe. Greg locked the steel
He would see to that Oh, sure, door and then they had their

It'd come out in time But too celebration drink Greg told the
late, you see I'd buy up and old man about Unger's offer.
• • •
let the owners stay on and work
For the next three days, Greg
the beef, sharing profit, if they
wanted, until Bar Y got too hot i rode over various sections of
for them to stay. Bar Y would 'Tumbling T range with Cal.
be blocked and the bank'd be in • On the last day, they came to
business. We could sell the the Bar Y line fence and folspreads at a profit to Bar Y or i lowed it, drifting westward into
anybody else if we didn't want • broken oeruntry. Now and then
a gamble, like , they had to leave the fence
to hold 'em.
when it climbed steep hills or
I said, but careful."
Greg studied the man in un- the strong wire and posts blockcertain, wry admiration, not ed draws and canyons. But they
fully understanding the ramifl- would work back to it, only to
cations of the plan but sensing be forced to detour again.
They circled a tumble of hill,
it would work ''And you went
and draws and worked their
to buy Tumbling T!"
"Why not? Right now, if you I way back along a atrial/ canyon
like. - Jack Cole can give the to the fence again The canyon
bank a deed registration as well ,suddenlx opened onto another of
as you It'd be done fast andithe small meadows and, ahead,

Greg saw the glint of barbed
quiet."
way or another."
wire A second later, he abrupt"So I figure." Greg answered. "How much?"
dryly, lifted the glass to Unger; ''Ah! Now we become bud- ly drew rein and pointed ahead
and sipped. "So. I wonder what nesamen. _Corwin Much as I "What happened there!"
A hundred yards of fence
you're trying to tell me-aut of like you, I have to think of my
I bank. I'll top Bar Y's offer but were down, only the gaunt poste
friendship, of course"
UngOr looked doleful "Coe- I won't meet what you paid Ter- standing, the wire a tangle of
win, you hurt my feelings' I as- • rail. Say- right down the mid- barbed loops. Just 'beyond.
sure you . . . Oh. well, I guess die between 'ern. And you can mostly a heap of black ashes
I understand I'm • man of im- work the beef for at' least a and charred uprights, stood the
remains of a small structure.
pulse You wouldn't know that. year split cost and profit"
Cal stared. 'That shack and
I take a quick liking sometimes, "I paid a reasonable price
even beyond business and - -Right! But for normal times that fence was standing a
month ago. Hobe and me worksometimes I get in trouble be- !I know the bind you're in.
!help you some, but not all sweet ed this section and I know."
cause of it."
Greg grimly 'spoke to the
"No trouble. Just wondering' charity Better grab while I'm
horse and moved forward. Cal
friendship' or business? or offering the deal."
Greg took a deep breath. at his side. Now and then Greg
both?"
Unger sighed, then leaned 'Nice offer. Mr. Unger, and one looked down at the ground.
searching for signs of riders.
forward again. "Both, say. YoulI might've taken yesterday."
He recalled Edwards' claim that
Why not now!
know what the situation is here.
"I've been to Bar Y. I talked , Bar Y had been attacked and
Did you ever gamble, Mr. Coe-

•

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nasky
\
-.N
I HEAR
.0 GGO GOT
DNDERFUL
kRKS ON HIS
EPORT -CARD

HEY, SPIKE--DON'T YOU WISH
YOU WERE SMART
-LIKE ME ?

OH, SLUGGO,
LET ME SEE
YOUR MARKS

- ugly, open barrier between them
ink Bar Y's , of a--"
Sioux Valley. I think
going to gobble up everything , "Rein in' I talked CO TAT- and the remains of the shack,
"Who could have done this,
in sight, one way or another, wards, too. We've made a truce
The rancher! won't have much between us. Not a sell-out and Cal?"
just • "Beata me I know Hobe
of a chance against Bar Y pros- I'm not siding Bar Y
hang onto didn't."
sure and . ." His voice low- truce So, I think
"Lanes?"
. Guns. Tumbling T. Thank you Just the
ered ominously. ".
"Not Amanda Zane, for one,
That's bound to come sooner or same"
Unger sat quite still, eyes Sam Rails wouldn't cross Our
later, for I've been through
range wars elsewhere and I probing at Greg an though range to do something like this
eearching for hidden meaning without telling Hobe what he
know."
"Why do you gamble if you're or undisclosed facts. 'Think you had in mind."
"Some of the others
can trust Edwards?"
so certain 7"
Cal looked blank "I don'
"I have to find out, don't 17"
"ICJ] work that way? It
"It might cost you every- know."
will!" linger smiled andshrewdCal looked over Greg's shool
ly placed his finger beside his thing. My way "
nose. "Bar Y can drive you off, "Good offer. Unger. I'm not der beyond the broken fence
say, or the ?Ames. or Sam Stall. saying that I Just figure to Greg twisted about as two rid
But what would they do against hang on, keep away from both ers came out of a nearby draa
on the Bar Y side of the wire
sides."
a bank
Unger started to protest but Greg instantly recognised Her.
"You'd take a•hullyt as quick
instead eased back in his seat Yates The other was obvioiud)
as the next one. I'd guess."
-True, but then what: The "Tomorrow I could change my a Her Y puncher Both met
brink is a corporation, friend. mind maybe even in an hour." came steadily on with an in
"It's your mind and your tentness that made both Gret
Shoot' me. there'd be another
and Cal touch their holstere.
privilege, Mr. linger"
president and another."
• • •
TO Br Costasited
To-morrowl
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Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren

POC SAM, I KNOW THE
ANSWER, HUT ID LIKE TO
THEN
I CAN TELL THE
..
.
WHOLE TOWN TO
SIMMER DOWN .

WHAT'S THE
QUESTION, SUE?

SOME WOMAN DROPPED IN
AT THE DRUG STORE AND
TOLD OLD BEN,THE DRUGGIST,
THAT SHE KNEW YOU

14EAR IT FROM ,olou.

A MURDERER, SUE?
IS THAT WHAT,YOU'RE
TRYiNG TO SAv??

SEFORE YOU CA
TO CRASTRa (
CORNERS, AND
THAT YOU
WERE A A

just might be what you think But he found no sign by the
"Now that I've done"
time they had come up to the
"All right Then say I'm do- he Is."
"So's Edwards. They're two twisted wire that formed an
ing a little careful gambling in

r

Y

to Bart Yates and I'd guess he this seemed to be proof of it.

win?"

•
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W. hops we interpreted his
statement incorrectly. If some
else has a more charitable
explanation we will be glad to
hear it.

tW

I.

Iw

Jack Staukup played for the
Chanty Ball He was relieved at
intervals by the Discotees, a
group of young fonts
There is a decided difference in the music played by these
two aggregations which gives
some indication of the gap
which exists between the present day generation and the one
or two just before it.
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FATHER 'S DAY
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W. are reminded of the comment by someone that virtue
for virtue's sake is a sin_

WIDENEDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

8

Clopton.
Julie Oakley, Gaye Miller,
and Jan Purdom.
Kathy Rowlett, Mary Ann
Taylor. and Nancy Diuguid.
Winnie Flood and Paula Par.
ker.
Beth Wilson, Gina Starks, and
Gay Crass.

Story Hour Will
Be On Wednesday

•••• 6•••••

II To Ostlers
Sir* Gerre
OA LInkhothir e".
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Morel fleerises •
Wert. 7; Ts!.1
111 ....
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Named, Thursday

We did not think too much of
Billy Graham's statement made!
last week that he "almost wished" that he would suffer for '
his Christian belief. We have.
great respect for him and vrish
that he had not made such a
statement which smacks too
much of self rightousnem,
smugness, and holiness.

"

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

1

Dear Editor
Something concerning WORK
still being honorable has been
much upon my mind, which I
would like to share with your
readers.
As a teacher and Christian
worker for many years. I have
observed that far too many children and youth are growing up
with the idea that it is a disgraze to work. They pride themselves on the fact that they
don't have to work, and look
with disdain upon those who
do help in the home, etc.
Perhaps this attitude is due
to the fact that so many parents have said, "I certainly
d ont want my children to work
as hard as I have." Maybe they
continually work keeping their
children well-dressed and entertained without a thought of

hindering them for life.
This child doesn't want to
Us.
w irk at school because his pun
p ;Se in life is to be entertained
(Centimes/ Prim Fog* 1)
and have his own way The teaStory Hour will be held at
cher has a hard time teaching
County
-Calloway
Murray
the child t really apply him- the
Whitt Imes, Brooksie
on Wednesday, June 5, dames
self t i his studies, and see the Library
Robert Trotter, RoseMaddox,
three to four p.m.
need of doing everything well from
film. "Alexander, The zella Outland. student nurses
The
in order to be prepared to take
Nurses and
Car With the Missing Head'
his place in life. It is likely
Mesdames John Neal Powere
Stories
shown
be
will
that he will be lazy and trY to right",
Molly Jones, Dowel Hes'
dom,
will also be told.
Parker, all Re"get-by" instead of doing his
Brandon
don,
thrfour
All children in the
Mrs. Jerald
nurses;
best and succeeding.
gistered
ough seven age group are inlaboratory technician;
Parents, have you hindered
Garrett,
vited to attend.
your child by not bringing him
Tommie Chrisp, pharmacist.
up to love and respect work?
Student nurses were: Dawn
"Do it
Work is a great heritage. Much ter's school work. It was
Lillian Louise Bell, MarAdams,
of my happiness has been de- well or we shall not see TV thena Rose Burr, Janice Lee
rived from this love of work programs until you do". tier Carter, Ooyla Jo Clark, Judy
and the satisfaction obtained school work was neatly and Carolyn Dawson, Cheryl Anne
the
'r on its aicomplishments. I'm carefully done. Thanks to
Beverly Ann Greene,
say, a good Fisher,
sure that Md intended that we mother. We would
Carolyn Ann Jenkins, KooriC1
worth
is
that
work, enjoy it and not depend rule is "Anything
Kosulvit, Paula Denise Metzger,
upon others to give us our liv- doing is worth doing well."
Allen Miller, Mrs. DarPatricia
There is only one time when
ing.
Mowery, Ann Marie
H.
phene
That is
If one grows up with the idea ,se can help the child.
Mudd, Mrs. May Faye Pinner,
it
whether
us
with
is
he
when
that the world owes him a livEileen Pruitt, Gloria JeaAs good Peggy
ing, he is cheated out of the be at home or school.
Ricks, Susan Ellen Schindnette
all
do
us
let
citizens
best things in life. Even though American
Sue Spellman, Nothis gen- ler, Sandra
it might be easier to do the we can now to make
Vuturo, Lavaughn AiJegn
ra
law and orwork yourself, think of how eration love work,
Wright, Mrs. Barbara
serve leen
much your child needs your der, and be prepared to
R.N.; Doris Stephens,'
Brown,
than be served. God will
patience in learning how to do rather
R.N.; Marcia Dickinson, Ann,
efforts.
our
for
us
reward
things and do them well.
RN.; and 10i11.11i
of Youth. R Thomas,
It is a wonderful policy one Sincerely in interest
Ladd.
Clayton
I.orene
mother had about her daugh-

CWOIA•••••,Ao.
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Tsai,
Ted*
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(Ceistimired Press Pass 1)

known all along that it would
have to be down in the ground
Junior golf at the CallowaY
with the top just even with the County Country Club opened
ground.
with a two ball foursome on
Thursday, June 6.
Forninately for us we do not
Winners were Karen Kenmake a living putting down nedy and Johnny Williams, loa
sidewalks.
score; Jan Shuffett and Karl
=
IV ems
Converse. low putts.
The pink toad who lives in the
New officers for this season
flowerbed dropped by while we are Johnny Williams, presider;.
were watering some things and Jamie Frank. vice-presider.
we soaked him good which he Bubba Hughes, secretary-treaseemed to appreciate.
surer.
Pairings for this Thursday are
Stopped out in the carport yes- as follows:
terday morning and • Mocking
Alexander. Jcrlinr
David
Bird was sitting in the twin Williams. Dow Ryan, and Mitch
Oak at the corner. He was giv- Ward.
ing it all he had and the sound
Debbie Landolt, Ellen Querwas deafening. He went thr- termous, Jan Shuffett. and Caough his entire repertoire end- thy Mitchell.
Bubba Hughes, George La,.
ing up with the alarm call of
the Blue Jay. We just stood dolt. Bruce Scott, and Danny
there and listened. This is the Luther.
closest we have ever been to
Jamie Frank, Julie Whitford,
a singing Mocking Bird with Karen Kennedy, and Leah Fulhis not knowing we were there. ton.
- The carport probably acted as , Karl Converse, Steve Payne,
a soundbox, magnifying the David Hughes. and Mike Ward.
sound At any rate it was loud
Doug Lindsey, Johnny Hewitt, David Keller, and Kris
and clear.
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Letter To Editor

Junior
SEEN& HEARD ... Calloway
Golf Day Lineups

WSA1-TV WLAC-111 WS1X-TV WDCN-TV
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Murray High School Honor
Roll Named For Semester

Jack Staulciap, of course, plays
the sweet sing type of muale
or what we call 1942 music,
This we can dig" The Disco.
tees come on strong with lots
of volume and heals) beat

vat
ent
dal

$aco we belong to another gas
eranon we can hardly comment
on the modern day music, other
than to say it is different from
the music of our day

-nen
or
Co

K.

Someone handed us a card the
other day with a poem on it entitled The Free Society" Here
it is

Er
WI
at

"Tatter, must I work to eat?"
"Oh, no. my lucky son.
We're hying now on easy street
With dough from Washington.
We've left it up to Uncle Sam;
Now don't get exercised
Nobody has to else a dams,
%e all been subsidized'
We

The honor roll for the last 1,ams 30
Sophomores Charles Andersemester at Murray High School
in 280. Peggy Barnett 3.0.
has bten reieased Ninety-three
Richard Blastudents were named to the list Kern Bartle 30.
-let 2.60. Kathy. Cnder 2_60,
as follows:
Furgerson 280. Celia
Seniors Dorothy Bury 2 75, Leslie
2.60. Dick West 3.0.
Jan CiOper 3 O. Ada Sue Hut- Simmons
Freshmen Ann Battle 3.0, -But if Sam treats us all so well,
son 275. Tommy Jones 250.
Ate Boyd 280. Harold Do- And feeds us milk and honey.
,
Judy O'Neal 2.80. Beverly Pas- '
an
2.56, Richard Hall 3.0, Nan- Please tell me. Daddy. where oh
chall 250 Audrey Richardson
Hart 30. Ricky Jones 2 72,
where
275. John Wilcox 2.50, lands
Suzanne Janes 2.80. Bill Pink- He's going to get the money!"
Willoughby 30
2_56. "Don't worry, son there ain't
Tinsley
278.
Mark
stan
John Belote 30,
Juniors
Rh Grade Bill Adams 30.
no hitch
Ronnie
Sone Compton 30
Katie Blalock 260. Diana Boone In this here noble plan:
Humphrey
Leslie
280.
Goode
2.78. Luanne Brown 30, Jamie He simply soaks the filthy rich
2 80. Debbie Jones 2 75 Don3 O. Patti Carr 2 78, Mon- And helps the common man!"
na Jones 2 60. Kathy Lockhart Brunk
ty Cathey 3 O. Jan Clark 3.0,
2 60. Bill Pasco 3.0. John QuerNeva Clark 30. Ann Cooper "But Daddy won't there coin*
termous 30, Esabelle Ray 2130,
I time
Sarah Cocper 30 Brown
Kathy Rowlett 30, Edwin Sch- 260.
Cr uch 30, Ronnie Dunn 3.0, If we take all their cash.
midt 280. Debbie Steele 260,
Fitts 2,99. Leah Fulton When they'll be left without a
Darlene Stuart 2.80, Ernie Wil- Patsy
dime
3.0, Randy Grogan 278. Vicki
Lowery- 2.50. Dan Luther 2 78. And things will go to smash?"
Allen McKeel 30, Debbie Lee
..My_likith in you is shrinking,
2.6'7. Brie., Miller 30. Brent
- Moms 275, Cindy Parker 30,
You nosey little brat.
David Parker 30. Gail Russed
darn
You
too
do
much think30. Bruce Son 30. Allen Spen. mg. boy.
cer 264. Jerry 5_..ane. 30. Mary
To be a Democrat"
Ann Taylor 278. Herb Teaseneer 256
Tern Barnett
7th Grade
2.90 Stephen Carter 30. Mark
Compton 2.80. Bill Farris 2 50,
Kevin Fowler 2.80. Karen Herr
don 30. Nancy Herndon 3.0.
Funeral services for Mrs K.
Charles Hussung 30. Jeannie C.(Ona Pharris) Cooper of
1100
Jeffrey 2.80, George Landolt Poplar Street will be held
Wed3.0. Celia Larson 2.60, Larry nesday at 2 30 p to at the
chaLockhart 30. Paula Lyons 3.0, pel of the Max
H. Churchill
Patsy Mathis 2.80. Marsha Out- Funeral Home with
Rev Tomland 280. Jimmy Pasco 2.80,
my Jackson officiating.
Bob Pinkstan 30, Ellen QuerPallbearers will be G. R Milterm -on 30, Sue Robards 3.0, ler of Mayfield. R
W Bone,
Penny Terhune 30. Joyce W. A. Pharria,
J. C Cooper,
Wondeon 2.80. Johnny Wdson. Hewlett Cooper,
and R I. Co260
oper Interment will be in the
Mt. Moriah Cemetery near
Clinton.
Mrs Cooper, age 81. died
Monday at the Westview Nursing Home She is sumied by
rownif
for isvoront••41
Market News her husband. E. C. Cooper,
Federal State
post-free living
Service. June 11. 1968 Ken- daughter, Mrs R W Bone,
0041 WAIT-CALL T111141
tucky Purchase Area Hog Mar. son. W. A. Pharris, four grandket Report Includes 10 Buying children. nine step grandchildren
Stations
Receipts 703 Head. Barrows and
The Max H Chun hill Funer.
to
al Home is in charge of the
Gilts Steady. Sows. Steady
Strong.
arrangements and friends may
US 1-2 200-230 lbs $20 75 21 25: call there.
Fee Selected U S Is at 321 50;
•
US 14 190-130 lbs *20 25-20.75:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $16 00 16 50.
US I 3 230-250 lbs 31975-20.25;
wr•riiir I lorgoirt Tem** God
US 1-3 300-450 lbs $15 00 1600;
t S 2-3 350 280 lbs $1900 1975;.
root tearrel Caraderry
US 2-3 400-600 lbs 11400.15,00;
, SOWS:

Mrs. E. C. Cooper
Rites Wednesday

it makes good sense
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